ABOUT THE BOOK
There’s a thief in Riddle Gully and newshound Pollo di Nozi is pointing the finger. But does Benson’s disappearing act really make him the villain? When Pollo implicates the Mayor’s nephew in a spate of local robberies, she sets in train a series of mishaps that only she, her friend Will and her faithful sheep sidekick Shorn Connery can set to rights.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jen Banyard writes fun mystery and adventure for young readers. In her writing, she aims to entertain first – not least, herself! – but also to ask ethical questions of her young readers. She has a doctorate in Creative Writing from the University of Western Australia. Her youth was largely spent mucking around on the Canning River and on Rottnest Island.

NOTES
• The book is the second book in the Riddle Gully series.
• Teaching notes available from fremantlepress.com.au

PRAISE FOR THE SERIES
‘This is a fast-paced and funny novel with action, mystery and red herrings.’ Child Magazines

‘Banyard writes with insight and humour.’ Australian Book Review

‘... a highly entertaining, well written mini adventure ...’ Magpies

‘This is a well-written mystery that will easily keep a young reader captivated and entertained ...’ Reading Time